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Titel des Beitrags: Interaction of adjacent amino acids

Abstract:

Ramachandran plots display the dihedral angles of a single protein residue. We propose a crossed torsion angle plot called SSY-plot between two neighboring amino acids and demonstrate that a special coherence motion can exist between some very special amino acid pairs leading to spontaneous unusual structures. A 6mer was extd. from a BBA polypeptide chain which in this plot shows two diagonal domains for the Ser-Arg pair after some induction time. Other amino acid pairs in general do not show this kind of split domain. This shows that a special pair is required for stabilizing two distinct native structures in protein folding. We suggest that the existence of these two domains corresponds to a bifurcation between two different protein structures and that the special pair is the key to producing these two structures. These two different structures are produced spontaneously without an external agent. [on SciFinder(R)]
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